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Classical Net Re-Launched in 2008
First phase of site redesign completed
JANUARY 29, 2008 – Today Classical Net (www.classical.net), the internet's leading resource for
classical music, announced that their site has been thoroughly rebuilt and re-launched with a new
look. Specifically re-designed to improve the user interface, with a new, sleeker, look – the new
structure enables visitors to find just what they are looking for quickly and easily thanks to a
unique cross-referencing system.
With nearly 5,000 CD, DVD and book reviews and over 5,500 links to composer data, resources,
biographies, articles, recommendations and CD buying guides, etc., Classical Net has won
numerous awards for design as well as content. For 13 years Classical Net has been the
authoritative one-stop site for the music-loving internet user.
In existence longer than any comparable site - since 1995 - the Classical Net operation draws on
an international network of specialists and has long-standing affiliate and partnership
relationships with such retailers as Google, Amazon, ArkivMusic, CD Universe, Musicnotes, and
SheetMusicPlus.
Please take a look at the new layout, the updated and streamlined review and resource sections.
Future phases of the redesign are planned to address developing technologies that enable usergenerated content to be featured at the site, as well as offering downloadable music samples and
streaming audio content. Contact Classical Net's founder, Dave Lampson with comments,
questions and requests to become involved.
About Classical Net
Classical Net was one of the very first web sites to not only provide authoritative classical music
resources, but to categorize and link together thousands of web resources spread throughout the
world. Founded in 1994 by music enthusiast Dave Lampson, the Classical Net name and
domain were registered in 1995 and is today one of the most visited classical music site with over
40 million visitors since launch. More than 500,000 people visit every month. Classical Net's
targeted advertising program for classical music businesses and organizations of all sizes
provides visibility unmatched in this select market, while enhancing the overall web experience for
visitors by ensuring that only appropriate products and services are offered. Classical Net is
headquartered in California, USA. For more information on advertising opportunities, please
contact Mark Sealey.
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